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Abstract—With the advent of 4G and other long-term evolu-
tion (LTE) wireless networks, the traditional boundaries of patient
record propagation are diminishing as networking technologies ex-
tend the reach of hospital infrastructure and provide on-demand
mobile access to medical multimedia data. However, due to legacy
and proprietary software, storage and decommissioning costs, and
the price of centralization and redevelopment, it remains com-
plex, expensive, and often unfeasible for hospitals to deploy their
infrastructure for online and mobile use. This paper proposes
the SparkMed data integration framework for mobile healthcare
(m-Health), which significantly benefits from the enhanced net-
work capabilities of LTE wireless technologies, by enabling a wide
range of heterogeneous medical software and database systems
(such as the picture archiving and communication systems, hospital
information system, and reporting systems) to be dynamically in-
tegrated into a cloud-like peer-to-peer multimedia data store. Our
framework allows medical data applications to share data with mo-
bile hosts over a wireless network (such as WiFi and 3G), by binding
to existing software systems and deploying them as m-Health appli-
cations. SparkMed integrates techniques from multimedia stream-
ing, rich Internet applications (RIA), and remote procedure call
(RPC) frameworks to construct a Self-managing, Pervasive Auto-
mated netwoRK for Medical Enterprise Data (SparkMed). Fur-
ther, it is resilient to failure, and able to use mobile and handheld
devices to maintain its network, even in the absence of dedicated
server devices. We have developed a prototype of the SparkMed
framework for evaluation on a radiological workflow simulation,
which uses SparkMed to deploy a radiological image viewer as an
m-Health application for telemedical use by radiologists and stake-
holders. We have evaluated our prototype using ten devices over
WiFi and 3G, verifying that our framework meets its two main
objectives: 1) interactive delivery of medical multimedia data to
mobile devices; and 2) attaching to non-networked medical soft-
ware processes without significantly impacting their performance.
Consistent response times of under 500 ms and graphical frame
rates of over 5 frames per second were observed under intended
usage conditions. Further, overhead measurements displayed lin-
ear scalability and low resource requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILE healthcare, or m-Health, is one of the fastest
growing areas of healthcare computing [1]. As electronic

health records become commonplace, and the rapid uptake of
mobile and handheld devices puts powerful portable computing
devices into the hands of an ever-increasing proportion of the
populace (inclusive of those in low-income and disadvantaged
areas [2]), the stage is set for future wireless communication
technologies to revolutionize patient care by making health ser-
vices both portable and interoperable.

The next generation of networking is here, in the shape of new
4G and long-term evolution (LTE) wireless technologies such
as WiMAX, which are all IP-based heterogeneous networks
aimed at vastly expanding the accessibility and usability of
any internet-connected system. LTE technologies are portable,
lightweight and nonproprietary, and provide mobile devices with
access to integrated communications standards that have low
transmission costs and rich multimedia support. A major goal
of LTE wireless technologies is the provision of personalized,
reliable wireless data services that can allow even simple hand-
held devices to easily make use of multiple multimedia data
streams at the same time [3].

Unfortunately, taking advantage of the benefits of LTE to
deploy mobile healthcare technology entails major costs (in
money, time, and computing resources) for any hospital infras-
tructure, and consequent problems such as resistance to change
and the difficulty in using new systems. The most significant
problems, however, result from: 1) the limited scope of access
to data in proprietary hospital infrastructure systems; 2) the
need to replace or decommission medical applications and data
services if they do not support a networked healthcare model;
3) the storage and postprocessing requirements that keep medi-
cal data from becoming portable; and 4) the lack of a centralized
repository or common standard for most healthcare data.

The motivation of this paper has been to address the afore-
mentioned problems, to allow medical data applications to share
data with mobile hosts over a wireless network by binding them
to existing software packages and allowing them to operate
(or be remotely operated) as m-Health applications. SparkMed
integrates techniques from mobile technologies such as multi-
media streaming, rich Internet applications (RIA), and remote
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procedure call (RPC) frameworks to construct a Self-managing,
Pervasive Automated netwoRK for Medical Enterprise Data
(SparkMed).

Our SparkMed design ensures: 1) minor interference with
the regular operation of the host medical software it is bound
to (given the importance of its continued functioning); 2) min-
imal overhead to make sure that the host system’s performance
remains unaffected while still allowing it to be utilized interac-
tively across any IP-based connection; as well as 3) providing
core functionality to limit the cost and scope of reprogramming.

SparkMed provides a number of automated, self-configuring
services including discovery, data monitoring and synchroniza-
tion, thread pooling for remote functions, collaborative remote
control capability, and transcoding to web-based standards. We
demonstrate this functionality with a prototype SparkMed sys-
tem that implements these services for a simulated nuclear
medicine workflow environment modeled upon the clinical
information system in the Department of PET and Nuclear
Medicine at our partner hospital, the Royal Prince Alfred Hos-
pital (Camperdown, N.S.W., Australia). Performance was mea-
sured when propagating multimedia medical data to mobile
hosts over three distinct network configurations: remote access
over WiFi, roaming access via 3G, and “headless” use with an
all-mobile network. We observe the performance of the mobile-
based medical software, and measure the amount of overhead
imposed upon the medical multimedia software we use as our
data source.

II. BACKGROUND

Many successful healthcare applications based on the pic-
ture archiving and communication systems (PACS), and us-
ing ubiquitous computing technologies, have been presented
in the literature. For instance, projects such as Web-PACS [4]
and PACSflow [5], and software packages such as the diag-
nostic image viewer OsiriX [6] allow for interinstitutional and
web-based access to multimedia medical data. However, numer-
ous heterogeneous database and diagnostic systems supplement
PACS, and they typically require greater computing resources
than those that are available on mobile devices [7]. There have
been many attempts to develop telemedicine solutions that take
advantage of mobile devices; however, the majority rely greatly
on dedicated infrastructure, which limits their functionality and
the scope of their deployment [8]. There is already speculation
that the next generation of PACS is moving toward a cloud-
computing-based system, with its data distributed within a net-
work of secure online repositories [9]. Known in the literature
as hosted PACS, offsite PACS, or PACS Software as a Ser-
vice (SaaS), a number of commercial and research systems are
already making major steps in this direction (e.g., [10], [11]).
With increasing retention requirements, blurring distinctions be-
tween data storage and archiving, and an ever-increasing volume
of medical data, the cost-effectiveness of cloud-based PACS
and its inherent benefits for accessibility and disaster recovery
make such systems very attractive to hospital administrators
[12], [13].

A. Service-Oriented Architectures

Service-oriented architectures (SOA), e.g., [14], are a com-
mon answer to this problem: an approach which consists es-
sentially of breaking down existing software systems into inter-
operable web services, and leveraging these to create complex
medical applications and deploy them over a cloud network.
Such an approach combines the benefits of both an in-house
and a cloud solution. As a design principle, SOA provides an
ideal solution for a healthcare environment, which contains nu-
merous heterogeneous data services and isolated, specialized
workstations that are difficult to interface with one another.
Further, there is evidence that SOA can provide the necessary
scalability and sustainability to support a healthcare information
system [15].

In practical terms, however, such SOA implementations rely
on the availability of componentized, interoperable web services
that support a common syntax and semantics. XML, SOAP,
MPEG-7, and MPEG-21 are all powerful standards for semanti-
cally rich delivery of data and metadata between web services in
a service-oriented architecture. However, these services must be
manually developed in a healthcare context; there is no common,
accepted middleware standard for doing so; an in-house SOA
entails significant overhead; and there is substantial expense in-
curred in integrating a pre-existing infrastructure to function as
an SOA. As such, it is a substantial organizational challenge
for any healthcare provider to adopt such an approach. Further,
since it is primarily a development methodology to be followed
when initially creating a system, a service-oriented architecture
can be unfeasible to create from an existing system, largely due
to custom-built, proprietary, and legacy components.

B. Prevalence of Mobile Devices in Healthcare

Most specialist healthcare providers own at least one mobile
device, such as a SmartPhone, and that number is rising [16].
These mobile devices bring together all of the benefits of pagers,
PDAs, and mobile phones, but the social networking and me-
dia functionality that is becoming ubiquitous on these devices
allows health professionals to expand their practice and their
relationships with patients [17], [18]. Further, these devices are
showing promise as emergency teleconsultation devices, mak-
ing true telepresence for medical practitioners possible without
even the need for specialized hardware [19]. The current popu-
larity surge of tablet devices such as the Apple iPad, and their
increasing popularity in hospitals, has made form-factor con-
siderations for handheld and mobile devices less important. In
light of these facts, there is no longer as much of a bias against
mobile devices in the healthcare sector as there was in the past.

C. Integration Methods

Numerous tools and technologies, however, exist for integrat-
ing such components to function as interoperable, query-able
services compatible with mobile and web-based clients. These
have in many cases already been applied to electronic patient
records (EPRs) and medical enterprise data. Such techniques
include the use of RPC frameworks such as CORBA [20], [21],
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Fig. 1. SparkMed cloud network, as generated automatically by our frame-
work. Medical data are forwarded to mobile clients by means of a self-
configuring, multicomputer network.

federated database systems [22], software agents [23], semantic
data sources such as ontologies [24], and various forms of wrap-
per generation and encoding designed to translate dynamically
between medical formats.

D. Our Related Work

Our previous research into mobile and web-based medi-
cal imaging technology [25], [26] was developed to address
the need for mobile healthcare solutions by enhancing mo-
bile telemedicine. Our new SparkMed framework integrates and
extends our group’s previous work developing mobile health-
care solutions, such as the mobile, active medical protocol
(MAMP) [27] and our mobile “INVOLVE” dual-modality di-
agnostic workstation [28].

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we will go over the individual parts of our
SparkMed framework for dynamic integration of multimedia
medical data. Fig. 1 illustrates the conceptual outline of our net-
work. This network is composed of devices inside and outside
of hospitals and medical institutions, both desktop and mobile,

and a series of web servers that can be either Intranet based
or Internet based. Fig. 2 illustrates the hierarchy of network-
ing layers used by our prototype. This hierarchical architec-
ture is similar to some existing proposed middleware systems
for remote application control [29] and medical data propa-
gation [30], but we introduce several improvements. First, our
network architecture is automatically self-generated without the
need for user input or even network support in the host appli-
cation. Second, we make use of a novel daemon technique (a
daemon is an automated process invisible to the end user) to
run a transparent, attached process and adapt network input and
output to mimic normal usage, thus allowing compatibility with
even legacy medical software. A similar technique is employed
by systems that implement autonomic computing techniques to
retrofit legacy software with new functionality [31]. However,
SparkMed only implements a subset of the official definition
of autonomic computing [32] as necessary to ensure that it can
make effective data-synchronizing decisions and react intelli-
gently to changes under network conditions.

The following section describes the software architecture and
design of SparkMed, as well as the networking techniques it
employs, in more detail.

A. Overall Architecture Design

Individual mobile- and desktop-based client nodes are the
main components of our SparkMed architecture. A SparkMed
client node is a stand-alone daemon program running inside a
piece of medical software on any Internet-capable computing
device. The attached medical software may in turn be itself
running inside a web browser (or as part of the front end of a
database system).

The individual SparkMed daemons use a connectionless
Zeroconf [33] service discovery approach to connect to other
daemons. All SparkMed daemons are identical, but their host ap-
plications determine which data items they share or provide, and
this information is forwarded whenever the daemons connect to
one another (as shown in Fig. 3). Individual nodes retain mem-
ory of other available nodes, keep an index of what data each
provides or accepts, and are able to reconfigure their network to
recover from service interruptions with a minimal disruption in
functionality (as shown in Section IV-A).

B. Cloud Networking and Centrality Measurement

Having detected one another, SparkMed nodes communicate
to generate a medical data “cloud”: effectively a query-able cen-
tralized repository integrating every data item in the SparkMed
network. The centrality of each node is calculated numerically
in order to choose a central “server” node, with the key cri-
teria for determining the centrality of a node being based on
reachability, network access time, and security/storage capabil-
ity. This calculation is performed by first filtering out all nodes
which do not meet the data storage or security requirements of
the active data sources, and those on peripheral or unreliable
physical network connections (as determined over time using
observed reachability from each node, and frequency of discon-
nection). If G is the graph representing SparkMed’s network of
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Fig. 2. Networking architecture of our prototype, showing the relationship between data at the hospital (top), and the means by which it is conveyed to mobile
and browser-based hosts (bottom).

Fig. 3. Abstracted sequence diagram of the process followed by each daemon to create SparkMed’s network of nodes, and begin the data synchronization process.
Each daemon maintains an index of specific data items it creates and consumes, and an access list of other sources of these data on the network. These are used to
notify interested nodes whenever the data change.
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interconnected nodes, then for any given node the delta central-
ity, CΔ , is calculated using

CΔ =
(ΔP )i

P
=

P [G] − P [G′]
P [G]

(1)

where P is an observed ping value (propagation time of a simple
data packet with and without the given node being used to for-
ward the request) and (ΔP )i is the ith variation of P where this
node is no longer used to forward data as part of the SparkMed
network. By G′ we indicate a variation upon the SparkMed net-
work graph G, obtained by removing this node (and hence the
graph edges it represents). This represents a similar approach
to [34], using observed ping values as a measure of network co-
hesiveness, to specify the importance of each node to the overall
network. This implies that the central node of a SparkMed net-
work will change over time, although in practice, recalculation
only occurs when warranted by failure or a loss of connectivity.

This measure determines which node is considered central.
Data synchronization is achieved by means of a priority-based
synchronization system that propagates any data changes to this
central node, which in turn updates the entire network of nodes.
Each noncentral node registers data of interest (informed by the
host software), representing medical data types the node con-
sumes. The network then ensures that each node is kept synchro-
nized with its respective data source(s) at all times. Conflict res-
olution is applied in the case of incompatible changes, weighted
by the access credentials of the responsible user (where applica-
ble) and the time the change was made. Timing is calculated via
POSIX timestamps to an accuracy of approximately 5 ms, while
resynchronizing device time at regular intervals to account for
clock drift.

Whereas SparkMed is a single integrated service (i.e., there
is only one SparkMed network), each application that contains
the SparkMed daemon may consume and synchronize different
data, and as such numerous separate services can be operating
within the SparkMed cloud at any given time. Although each
discrete set of application data can be considered a separate web
service, there are overlaps between the data used by different
applications (such as between mobile and desktop versions of
the same application) and a single application may use data from
multiple sources (e.g., PACS imaging and hospital information
system (HIS) patient data). As such, the number of central nodes
is dependent on the number of discrete data sources, which
may form a part of any number of applications or services.
Specifically, if no single central node is capable of supporting,
accessing, or storing all of the data types required, multiple
central nodes will ensue, each of which is responsible for a
different category of data.

C. Implementation Languages

The majority of autonomous threads operating within the
network architecture, including daemons and the RIA inter-
face, were developed using the Java programming language.
This choice was made due to the write-once-run-anywhere
promise of the Java virtual machine, and for compatibility with
CORBA and potential integrability with other leading perva-

sive medicine frameworks such as the Java Context Awareness
Framework [35]. For maximum compatibility with mobile and
web-based devices, subsets of the SparkMed daemon were also
implemented on the Apple iOS and Adobe Flash platforms. iOS
was chosen because it is necessary to run natively on some of
the most advanced and prevalent handhelds in the healthcare
market. As to non-iOS devices, although Java may be consid-
ered ubiquitous on most other handhelds, our investigation of
the literature [36] led us to choose the Adobe Flash IDE as the
implementation platform for our RIA interface. SparkMed data
components have been implemented for the Java, Objective-C,
and several RIA environments.

D. Shared Data Propagation Functionality

The lightweight SparkMed daemon interacts with SparkMed
data components placed inside the host medical software (re-
ferred to herein as “SharedData items”). These are simple data
storage and monitoring objects which can replace (or extend)
the standard primitive types and user interface (UI) components
of the underlying development framework. These components’
functionality is equivalent to the corresponding primitive types
or UI components, except that they are thread-safe, will auto-
matically synchronize with networked equivalents, and provide
a notification feature so that the base software can watch for
changes in value. In the SparkMed UI components, data changes
due to synchronization are treated as user input (allowing the
base application to respond as normal). This ensures that the
functionality of SparkMed does not interfere with the operation
of the base medical software. The SparkMed daemon itself can
be compiled directly into the application as a library, and need
only be invoked in the code. Once started, its operations are
automatic.

Where a suitable SparkMed data component is not available,
the daemon can instead interface with the software indirectly.
It is currently capable of SQL-requests and provides bridging
functionality for a variety of medical database and PACS soft-
ware, including Filemaker Pro. In cases where this is necessary,
the database is treated as a subnode with no daemon of its own,
and the SparkMed daemon active on the same machine becomes
responsible for the synchronization of its data as normal.

E. Overlay Network and Communication Standards

Our protocol’s network architecture is analogous to the con-
cept of a “personal overlay network,” as discussed in [37],
in that it straddles the existing network topology separating
hospital systems and handheld devices, using these devices as
nodes in a peer-to-peer network. The loss of any one SparkMed
node should not jeopardize the user’s data or the functional-
ity of the system, as the network as a whole should be able to
adapt to its removal (by sourcing data elsewhere, or attempting
reconnection).

SparkMed nodes use a variety of medical and internet stan-
dards in their operations, as appropriate. The daemon itself
reads medical information directly from the host application,
and hence supports DICOM and HL7 formats and protocols
as long as the base application does so, as well as containing
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innate support for consumer image and video formats. Mobile
and desktop computer nodes communicate with one another via
our own custom communication protocol over TCP/IP. Images
are transmitted in JPEG format.

F. RIA Daemon

RIA or browser-based nodes run a stripped-down version of
the SparkMed daemon written in a combination of JavaScript
and ActionScript 3.0 which communicates via HTTP or HTTPS.
This daemon is limited to the communication methods available
to RIAs, and hence uses asynchronous XML-based requests,
with the remote daemon emulating a web server and providing
data in simple web formats in response to specially formed
uniform resource indicators (URIs) which encode the requested
data and synchronization information. Due to the limitations
of Flash, the web browser platform, and the need to support
the widest possible array of devices, image data are transcoded
to lossless JPEG format, metadata are provided as XML, and
entire image stacks (if required) are transmitted as lossy video
in FLV format. For further discussion of the RIA subsystem, see
Section IV-C.

G. Operational Details

Fig. 2 depicts the layers of the SparkMed protocol. The top
represents a standard medical software application, running on
a consumer PC or server. Irrespective of its own data processes,
the data it loads are stored in memory as program variables and
files, and the user manipulates the application via the standard
UI components of the operating system. Our framework sub-
stitutes these variables, UI elements, and files with equivalent
SharedData accessible to the SparkMed daemon. The daemon
implements its own suite of services and uses its own protocol on
top of the base application as shown in the figure. Each daemon
connects to other instances of itself, by using the connectionless
UDP protocol to probe the network for other SparkMed nodes.
When such nodes are found, they may be one of three types:
another piece of medical software implementing SparkMed,
or a subset of SparkMed running as a mobile application or
RIA. In the case of other desktop applications or mobile native
applications, SparkMed establishes a TCP/IP connection and
synchronizes the UI elements, variables, and file data between
nodes. In the case of web applications, SparkMed implements
an AJAX-like interface for XML-based communication of data,
and a simple HTTP server for serving files, so as to allow for
easy web-based access to the same data. Addressing of data is
more complex for web-based applications, since the data are
not directly synchronized. SparkMed implements a simple URI
model to allow these applications to simply treat remote data
as if it were a static file (or CGI script) on a web server, and
reference it via dynamically assigned URIs.

Fig. 3 shows the process used by SparkMed to generate a
network. Each daemon waits for its host application to start nor-
mally, before creating an index of shared data used or created by
this application. Once all data have been registered, the daemon
seeks out other SparkMed nodes on the network, compares this
application’s data index with theirs, and hence creates an access

list of compatible nodes. These nodes are registered inside the
daemon’s internal Dispatch Center as watchers for the relevant
shared data, and state information is exchanged so as to syn-
chronize these data with the remote daemons. Thereafter, these
watchers are notified whenever the data change, and watched
for relevant status updates.

IV. RESULTS

The functionality and capabilities of SparkMed were evalu-
ated by means of a simulation study, detailed in Section IV-A,
a resilience trial, detailed in Section IV-B, and a case study, de-
tailed in Section IV-D. The results of these studies are discussed
under their respective headings, and in Section IV-C.

A. Simulation Experiment

A simulation experiment was conducted to evaluate the inter-
active usability and overhead costs of our SparkMed framework,
under the expected network conditions for normal use in a med-
ical environment. Our simulation was modeled after a radiolog-
ical workflow, and as such was centered on a server machine
running a number of DICOM and HL7 data sources (medi-
cal imaging software expanded with our SparkMed daemon
component to become networkable nodes). These data sources
were combined to create a single medical workstation applica-
tion, which used SparkMed to retrieve the necessary multimedia
data, and transcode image data to lossless JPEG format. Multi-
modality data sources (e.g., DICOM JPEG) were first split into
their component parts (e.g., DICOM metadata and JPEG image
data) in order to deploy them as SharedData. Finally, this ap-
plication was synchronized to a series of mobile devices using
the SparkMed framework, thus turning this SharedData into a
self-synchronizing network.

In order to model a wide array of potential telemedicine use
cases for our system, and prove that it remains responsive and
lightweight under various kinds of load, we ran performance and
resource usage tests using an increasing number of consumer
devices (up to 10), and across multiple network configurations.
Specifications for the devices used in the trials are listed in
Table I. Mobile SparkMed nodes were connected alternately
using WiFi and 3G Internet connections, under the following
network configurations.

1) Remote WiFi: The central node is inside a simulated hos-
pital network. Mobile nodes are connected to the Internet
over a WiFi connection, to represent standard home or
Internet use.

2) Roaming 3G: The central node is within the simulated
hospital network. Mobile nodes are outdoors, connected
to the Internet over the mobile 3G network to simulate
environments, e.g., rural, where a mobile phone’s con-
nection might be the only Internet available. Bandwidth
fluctuates with reception. The test was performed in an
area of limited 3G connectivity, so as to accurately rep-
resent a roaming (either rural, or moving between cell
towers) environment.

3) Mobile Headless: In order to demonstrate the capability of
SparkMed nodes to adapt to connection loss, the central
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TABLE I
DEVICES USED IN SPARKMED RADIOLOGICAL SIMULATION

node is removed from the network, forcing one or more
of the mobile nodes (connected to the Internet over WiFi)
to become the new central node(s).

Under each of these configurations, the following variables
were measured.

1) Propagation time—the time it takes for data to fully propa-
gate through the network, i.e., the time between registering
a change in its value, and the entire network having been
brought up-to-date. This includes both the transmission
time and the time taken to confirm that all nodes are in
sync.

2) Frames per second—measuring the FPS of medical image
rendering performance observed.

3) Memory usage—the increase in memory use the host ap-
plication observes, recorded to allow measuring of the
memory overhead of SparkMed.

4) Bandwidth usage—the rate, in KB/s, at which SparkMed
sends and receives data.

5) Processor load—the increase in strain the central process-
ing unit is under. This represents the overhead added by
SparkMed to the base application. Because processor load
tended toward inconsistency due to “peaks” in the data,
samples were averaged over ten iterations.

In our study, our criterion for acceptably interactive perfor-
mance was a “near-real-time” updating of the device’s data and
visualization content as it was manipulated at the remote side.
In this context, we have found this to require at least 5 FPS
for image streaming, with a propagation time of under 0.5 s.
This value was derived empirically, representing the approxi-
mate cutoff at which students and physicians would no longer
consider the system “responsive.” These responsive rates en-
sure that the data and UI of all collaborating mobile hosts are
always in synchronicity, with an error margin of under 0.5 s.
We suggest that this represents a suitable level of interactivity
to provide radiological staff with sufficient responsiveness for
various clinical applications.

We ran controlled trials using up to ten active mobile
SparkMed nodes, nine of them are handheld devices. In the
experiment requiring a handheld to become the server node,
there was consequently one less node available. Likewise, not
every device supported 3G, limiting the amount that could be
used in our 3G trial. Although typically multiple central nodes
could be created in the mobile headless trial, the storage and
processing capabilities of the iPad 2 nodes ensured that one of
them would always be chosen as a central node.

To remove human factors from the simulation, all of the trials
were run using the same prescripted sequence of medical image
slices (fused PET/CT data), where the viewer application was
instructed to render and repeatedly propagate the same series of
ten images to every node on the network—navigating to another
slice each time all nodes confirmed successful download. Images
were 8-bit RGB, with a resolution of 171×111, with an average
frame size of 24 210 bytes.

Each of these controlled trials was repeated ten times, and
the variables listed earlier were recorded. A series of control
results were also recorded, using simulated UI input to perform
the same manipulations on the non-networked, nonsynchroniz-
ing original version of the software, for the purpose of deter-
mining overhead added by SparkMed operations by comparing
observed SparkMed results to the control.

B. Resilience Trial

A secondary experiment was conducted in order to prove
the resilience of the SparkMed framework to common wireless
network issues. Several configurations and usage scenarios were
tested, as listed later. In each case, the variable recorded was the
time taken for the SparkMed network to re-establish the links
between the active nodes, and resume sending data.

1) Congestion: A SparkMed network was set up containing
one data source node and one mobile client. A simulated
congested-network situation was created by artificially in-
troducing data loss on the band, causing the client node
to attempt another means of connection. This was tested
over 3G and WiFi, with the node switching over to the
alternate method in each case.

2) Crash: A SparkMed network was set up containing one
data source node and two mobile clients. A synchroniza-
tion loop was entered, with each node changing the data
and propagating that change in turn. A simulated crash
was induced in one of the client nodes, by using a remote
debugger to induce an inconsistent state. The time taken
between network failure and successful re-establishment
of a consistent synchronization loop was measured over
both WiFi and 3G.

3) Headless: A SparkMed network was set up containing two
data source nodes and one mobile client. The particular
data source chosen by the client node to request data from
was then physically removed from the network. The time
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for SparkMed radiology workflow under remote WiFi, roaming 3G, and mobile headless conditions. (a) Time taken for multimedia
data to fully propagate throughout the SparkMed network. (b) Frames per second of SparkMed graphical performance over WiFi, 3G, and using a mobile phone
as a server. (c) Average memory usage in MB of PET/CT fusion viewer workstation with SparkMed active. (d) Average processor load of PET/CT fusion viewer
workstation with SparkMed active. (e) Inbound bandwidth usage of SparkMed daemon during our trials. (f) Outbound bandwidth usage of SparkMed daemon
during our trials.

taken for the client node to shift to the node with lesser
centrality and resume normal operation was measured.

The results are shown in Fig. 5, displaying both the time taken
with SparkMed’s automatically created access list, and without.
By keeping a prioritized list of other node, each SparkMed
daemon can significantly improve its recovery time in case of
service interruption. As shown in the diagram, this is vital over
3G, as our daemon is unable to discover a pre-existing SparkMed
network over 3G without at least one server in its access list.

C. Results Analysis

Fig. 4(a) graphs the time taken for data to propagate through
the entire SparkMed network, where the responsiveness of
SparkMed is shown to be high, with propagation times remain-
ing under 200 ms irrespective of what kind of device (server or
mobile device) is acting as the central server node. The same
is true of connecting to SparkMed solutions over 3G Internet.
If more than one remote client per workstation chooses to ac-
cess it over 3G Internet, this response time increases sharply.
These data suggest that, under the intended usage criteria for
SparkMed, propagation of data through the SparkMed network
happens well under the desired 0.5 s. In the case of more than
five simultaneous users, however, worst-case performance is
shown to fall short of our requirement with six clients using a
mobile server, or nine for a laptop server. Further, the unreliable
nature of 3G Internet makes desynchronization common if there
are multiple roaming 3G nodes providing constant activity. As
seen in the graph, a single 3G node is relatively reliable on the
network, but additional 3G clients beyond that point increase
the error rate of the channel sufficiently to significantly reduce
the data rate that can be guaranteed.

Fig. 4(b) shows the graphical performance of the SparkMed-
based PET/CT viewer in our simulation, under a number of
network conditions. In every case, the frame rate of the appli-
cation drops as expected in response to the addition of further
networked nodes. Our results demonstrate that even with a sin-
gle data source, a single laptop can service up to nine mobile
devices without losing interactive frame rates, and one mobile
device can reliably furnish data to at least two others before
the loss of a nonhandheld data source even becomes noticeable.
When connecting over 3G, however, the lower data rate lowers
the observed worst-case FPS significantly, particularly when
numerous clients connect over 3G. Nevertheless, a one-to-one
telemedicine collection exhibits frame rates very close to the 5
FPS target.

Fig. 4(c) shows the average memory usage of our data source
during the trial (although the observed value is skewed upward
by the observer effect, due to SparkMed simultaneously record-
ing the charted data). This value is expressed as a percentage
increase over the memory requirements of the base system, and
can be shown to increase steadily as more clients are added. As
expected, much more of the device’s memory must be set aside
in the case of a mobile device becoming the central node, as the
synchronization status of every shared-data item on the network
must be stored in its memory.

Fig. 4(d) shows processor load incurred through the use of
SparkMed. This is expressed as a percentage increase over the
CPU usage of the base application, inclusive of the additional
processing that must be done to render and transcode images
for mobile deployment. These data are highest for handheld
device central nodes as expected. The data also illustrate that a
laptop device is able to service up to six handheld nodes without
incurring more than approximately 20% overhead. CPU usage
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Fig. 5. Time taken for the SparkMed network to recover from adverse
conditions.

is lowest in the 3G trial, as the system is forced to do more
waiting.

Figs. 4(e) and (f) show the bandwidth usage of SparkMed,
during each trial. As expected, much higher data rates can be
sustained using a nonhandheld WiFi node as the data source. Al-
though handheld servers perform reasonably for small numbers
of clients, the mobile and 3G trials display similar bandwidth
usage with larger numbers of concurrent users, as in each case
there is a limiting factor (the network, or the capabilities of the
device) that reduces the potential of the method. Note that due to
the design of this trial, the performance results recorded do not in
fact represent the highest possible frame rate and response time
possible for the SparkMed network: rather, this is the highest
rate of performance which can be guaranteed for every device
in the network, ensuring that they remain in sync at all times.

Fig. 5 shows that recovery times for the SparkMed proto-
col are very similar across both 3G and WiFi, owing largely to
the access list of compatible nodes it maintains. Sourcing data
via an alternate connection to overcome congestion is a rapid
switch, causing very little downtime, and even breakdowns in the
network are automatically overcome within a short timeframe.
When the access list contains no known-good nodes, rerout-
ing and crash recovery are at their weakest, but still complete
successfully. The service discovery process, however, typically
discovers other nodes on the network very quickly.

Overall, our results show that, for the identified medical use
cases (typically 1-1 or 1-2) especially, SparkMed performance
lies within our targeted “near-real-time” performance (5 FPS,
0.5 s response time) over WiFi and retains usable performance
under 3G. Further, the protocol recovers gracefully from er-
rors, and can retain this performance for each application with
a much larger number of users if a nonhandheld device is the
central node. The overhead from implementing SparkMed is rel-
atively low, although memory usage rises steeply if SparkMed’s
intended usage parameters (i.e., the radiology use cases of 1-1
or 1-2) are exceeded.

D. Case Study: Web-Based Radiology Workflow for Nuclear
Medicine

The workflow of clinical radiologists primarily involves gen-
erating a variety of multimedia metadata, including annotations

to the volumetric image data, textual descriptions, and amend-
ments to the patient record, as well as audio-visual reports and
diagnoses. In order to generate these data, they require access
to not only the source radiological imagery but also the full
patient record and the interactive capability to adjust color,
contrast, brightness, viewing angle, multimodality fusion, and
navigation.

At our partner institution, image and report data are stored in
two places: on a PACS in DICOM and HL7 formats, and on a
purpose-built radiology information system (RIS) implemented
in FileMaker Pro. The data generated by radiologists are typ-
ically communicated to the referring physician/staff by means
of analogue delivery methods (CD, printed report) or by email.
Such delivery limits the varieties of media available, and trans-
fers only a subset of the full diagnostic data from the RIS, e.g.,
a textual description, sometimes supplemented with keyframe
images from the PACS. Thus, the rich, detailed information in
the volumetric image data and the patient’s medical history—as
included in the EPR or HIS—are often effectively discarded.

To address the problem of accessing these data as a whole
and retaining the rich contextual information, a web-based
RIA subsystem (based on our previous work in browser-based
telemedicine, for the technical details of which see [38]) has
been integrated into our SparkMed framework to support vol-
umetric image navigation in a browser, and provide concurrent
access to the hospital database system (HIS or RIS). By making
use of this RIA subsystem, we have created a portable radiol-
ogy workstation system that requires no installation and runs in
any standard web browser on any Internet-capable device. It is
fully DICOM compliant, and supports multimodality PET/CT
navigation and fusion, allowing slices to be visualized in any
orthogonal plane, or as a 3-D maximum intensity projection
(MIP). It supports image and lookup-table manipulation, and
has the potential to improve remote collaboration, medical edu-
cation, and emergency record access.

The overall goal of this system is to actively collect and for-
ward data from a series of heterogeneous systems within the
hospital to a client machine outside of the same network, with
an unknown configuration and capabilities. The technical chal-
lenges in developing the system were the effective and inter-
active streaming of volumetric 3D data to an unknown device,
transcoding said data on-the-fly into web-compatible form, and
the human interface concerns of providing the same interac-
tion capability as three separate desktop-based medical systems
within a potentially very small handheld UI. We were able to
solve the problem using a simple mobile UI, connected to an
advanced visualization system using our SparkMed framework.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the resulting web-based radiology software
running on an iPod Touch and in the browser of a low-end
SmartPhone (Nokia N95) device, respectively.

To illustrate the operation of our framework, the following
example scenario is outlined.

Due to the limited number of fully trained radiology personnel, as is
becoming increasingly common, a radiology assistant is taking the
evening shift. Given the size of the waiting list, and the number of
scans that must be performed each day, a significant backlog of cases
is building, which these radiology trainees clear during the night.
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Fig. 6. SparkMed in use synchronizing a handheld visualization system
(shown being manipulated by hand on the left of the image) with the hospi-
tal’s corresponding data source (shown on the screen in the background).

Fig. 7. Our framework’s web-based transcoding allows the seamless operation
of advanced hospital imaging software from any Internet-capable device, such
as this Nokia N95.

The assistant’s work, however, is interrupted by an uncertainty. The
abnormality on a scan indicates that the patient’s lymphoma may be
spreading to his/her lungs, or it may represent a new condition. To
confirm or deny this uncertainty, a request for an outside opinion is
made using the desk phone to contact the on-call expert radiologist’s
mobile. Having received the call and spoken briefly, the expert starts
the relevant m-Health application—or, if there is no such application
available, the on-call radiologist can instead visit a URL via the
Smartphone’s mobile browser, thus launching a RIA to the same
effect.

The SparkMed application networks itself automatically (as
shown in Fig. 2), and the required data items are then automat-
ically synchronized by the SparkMed framework: the remote
user is immediately delivered the same database data, meta-
data, imagery, and variables in use on the initiator’s machine
(or machines), at which point he/she is able to manipulate each
connected system directly, with results visible immediately to
both parties. With collaboration thus established, meaningful
diagnostic discussion can occur.

1) Lessons From the Case Study: A great deal was learned
in creating this web-based radiological system, particularly with
respect to user acceptance. It was found that users familiar with

high-end radiological software considered the mobile equivalent
far more usable if, despite the mobile form factor, it presented the
same options as the equivalent hospital workstation at a glance.
Although some display space must be sacrificed, clearly labeled
buttons for every function and view resulted in more positive
feedback, particularly if the resulting interface used “push” or
“slide” animations in such a way as to suggest the user was
navigating a much larger interface, with related tools grouped
into consistently placed subinterfaces which could be animated
into view when needed. Our web-based radiology workstation
implements these techniques directly.

Also of interest was the observation that a system that ex-
hibited hysteresis was considered much less acceptable. Users
expected immediate feedback when manipulating familiar UI
elements, and delays between action and reaction led to user
dissatisfaction. Because responsivity is often low in a browser-
based or web environment, mostly due to additional overhead
and the limitations of individual devices, it was found preferable
to perform preliminary image processing on the mobile device
and use video streaming techniques, so as to limit insofar as
possible the communication delay observed by the user. For
this reason, SparkMed’s RIA subsystem implements FLV-based
streaming of entire image stacks, to ensure smooth navigation,
and non-networked simple image transforms (to avoid or sup-
plement server requests).

Finally, it was found insufficient to simply translate interface
elements directly to the mobile client. Users engaging with the
same interface on a mobile device immediately attempt to en-
gage by means of mobile and touchscreen gestures such as the
“swipe” and “pinch.” For this reason, SparkMed implements
specific networked UI elements, the implementation of which
differs for mobile and web clients, so that each element can
adapt its functionality to the context.

2) Limitations and Future Potential: To use our framework
in a browser-based environment, sacrifices must be made in
terms of acceptable formats, Quality of Service (QoS), and data
synchronization. Due to browsers’ security restrictions and be-
cause all data are carried via HTTP across asynchronous XML-
based channels, or as discrete files, communication is largely
one-way and it is difficult to keep RIA-based clients in sync
with the remainder of the SparkMed network. At present, the
solution adopted by our RIA subsystem is to use a regular
SparkMed node (typically on a separate machine) as a “gate-
way” to the SparkMed network, using HTTP to synchronize data
and requests with that machine, and discovering data changes
by polling periodically. As such, the burden of maintaining syn-
chronization is shifted to this second node.

While this approach results in a functional system with very
wide compatibility, which appears identical to other SparkMed
nodes, the need for polling uses additional bandwidth. Further,
functionality is limited by the one-way channel, and complexity
increased by the need to avoid hysteresis. Finally, the resolution
and lack of input capabilities of some mobile devices (such as
many clamshell phones) require a reasonably complex interface
to be implemented: there are a number of potential display con-
figurations to adapt to, and input options such as the thumbstick,
keypad, touchscreen, hot-pluggable keyboard, mouse, etc., all
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must be catered for. This requires significant additional pro-
gramming, undermining the ability of SparkMed to automate
the mobile deployment process.

With the advent of HTML5 and CSS3, it may be possible
to perform the necessary processing directly in the browser to
improve efficiency by not using extensions such as Adobe Flash.
Further, if the RIA subsystem were to generate HTML5 pages
directly, CSS could be used to automate much of the process
of adapting applications for specific devices and input methods.
Also, this new web standard supports two-way communication
not available in current AJAX approaches. As such, SparkMed
has the potential to deploy fully functional nodes directly into
web browsers in future, and integrate them seamlessly into the
SparkMed cloud.

V. DISCUSSION

Mobile devices have been an important tool in healthcare for
a long time. Fischer et al. (in [39]) listed the uses of handheld
mobile devices in medicine in 2003, and this drive toward adop-
tion of mobile devices at every level of the healthcare enterprise
has gained ground in recent years [40]–[42]. There has been a
huge increase over time in how many mobile devices, such as
PDAs, are used by medical doctors. The next generation of med-
ical practitioners is likely to be avid users of mobile technology,
and to expect the devices to expand their usability and capabil-
ities quickly, with m-Health solutions adapting and expanding
accordingly.

Our proposed SparkMed framework was evaluated within our
own simulation environment, which we modeled on an actual
radiology department. Due to the data management needs of
this hospital and the nature of its clinical information system
with relation to those of other Australian institutions [43], we
believe that our simulation environment represents a roughly
equivalent information and network architecture to that of most
medium-to-large-sized Australian healthcare providers. Further,
accessing this same simulation environment via 3G Internet was
used to exemplify the situation in rural Australia, where medical
data transfer is a perennial issue, and patients can expect little
more connectivity than a mobile phone connection with which
to access multimedia data [44].

SparkMed’s ability to bind to medical applications and
transcode-and-forward their data for mobile use bypasses many
of the most intransigent issues associated with medical data.
The cloud network created by SparkMed has the potential to
extend the reach of hospital infrastructure to allow data access
beyond the typical limitations of proprietary systems, and the
fact that it is generated and managed automatically may reduce
the need to expensively decommission legacy software with-
out in-built networking support, by potentially allowing it to be
retrofitted with SparkMed instead. Likewise, SparkMed’s auto-
matic transcoding feature could avoid issues relating to storage
and processing of medical data, by transferring data progres-
sively in web-appropriate formats, and allowing the necessary
processing to be done in the cloud. Finally, the use of SparkMed
can avoid the need for a centralized repository or common stan-
dard: this cloud approach could potentially serve as a powerful

alternative, providing the benefits of these methods through a
distributed data store and automatic transcoding.

A. Storage and Security

As a cloud solution that requires little to no infrastructure
support, SparkMed aims to provide many of the benefits of
an off-site PACS or SOA solution, without the high associated
costs. The majority of these costs, however, are associated with
storage and security: moving personal data into the cloud and
making it widely accessible, but at the same time maintaining
the privacy and security inherent in the in-house hospital system.
This is a difficult challenge, and a major research field in and of
itself, but despite being a prototype system SparkMed has made
some major steps in that direction.

In order to avoid the prohibitive cost and infrastructure re-
quirements of off-site storage, and avoid the security risks of
lost or stolen mobile devices, the SparkMed framework leaves
medical source data within the hospital network, forwarding
only state data and the necessary in-use imagery to its network
nodes. SparkMed information is held in memory without being
saved to disk, to the limits of the mobile device, and hence does
not represent a security risk from being available on a mobile
device unless the medical application is logged in, running, and
in the middle of the diagnostic process when stolen or lost.
Even then, the remote user can remove that node, or control
what that user sees (if anything). Further, from a transmissions
standpoint, SparkMed already supports industry-standard en-
cryption in the form of HTTPS. While the prototype does not
do so for performance reasons, the framework also has the po-
tential to encrypt all communications by using encrypted data
streams. 3G transmissions are, of course, already encrypted by
the provider, providing an additional layer of protection when
the user is not within a trusted network.

The real barriers to the deployment of SparkMed are, in fact,
legal rather than technical. While the legal environment dif-
fers between countries (for the case in Australia, see [45]),
transmitting patient data over the network for the purposes of
collaboration typically necessitates certification by a variety of
bodies, and may fall afoul of local or federal guidelines. Fur-
ther, interorganizational collaboration and teleradiology are not
currently covered adequately by legislation and insurance con-
tracts, making it difficult for radiologists to be compensated for
this kind of work. Our framework presents a technical solution
to the problem, such that when need for such electronic med-
ical record transmission has been legally ratified, a practical
approach exists to achieve multimedia medical data integration
and distribution.

B. Future Work

Our upcoming work will expand our framework to incorpo-
rate scalability and QoS issues which are expected to largely
optimize our performance, in addition to investigating more
advanced modes of streaming multidimensional image data,
such as the method proposed by Lamberti and Sanna in [46],
and adapting the peer-to-peer networking code to reduce power
consumption of individual nodes, and maximize throughput, as
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in [47]. Future work will also include more fine-grained QoS
through the use of redundant preprocessed streams at varying
bit rates; improvements to its capability for real-time visualiza-
tion by harnessing medical region-of-interest knowledge and the
processing power of the client device to deliver the important
data first, and take on some of the necessary image processing
tasks with mobile hardware.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented SparkMed, a framework to enable mo-
bile access to multimedia medical data to a wide range of
Internet-capable and mobile devices. We have outlined the func-
tionality of the system, demonstrated its capability to inter-
actively deploy medical multimedia systems to mobile device
clients, and intelligently synchronize and propagate medical
data from a variety of heterogeneous sources in a convenient,
reliable manner without appending significant overhead to the
underlying process.

Our prototype and case scenario evaluated the effectiveness
of the SparkMed architecture in an environment designed to
simulate a real hospital and telemedicine setting. Within the
context of our simulated radiological workstation, our prototype
demonstrated highly interactive usability and low overhead cost
requirements, proving its suitability and effectiveness in similar
hospital contexts.
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